In this paper, the triangular fuzzy number is expressed by its Mean Area. So the Ordered Weighted Geometric Averaging Algorithm is used to solve multiple attribute decision making with attribute values within triangular fuzzy numbers based on the Mean Area Measurement Method.
Introduction
In general, multiple attribute decision making is characterized by a decision maker, who is called to rank all the alternatives as well as select the best. In many 1 This work is supported by the Education Department foundation of Liaoning Province (L2014549), the Doctor Support Foundation of DLNU (110090) So OWGA can be adopted to solve multiple attribute decision making with attribute values within triangular fuzzy numbers based on the Mean Area Measurement Method.
Decision Making Steps
Step Step 2 Let 12 ,
II represent the subscript sets of the benefit type and the cost benefit attributes. Standard = ij Aa （ ） into standardization matrix () ij Rr  as:
Step 3 Obtain
according to the importance of each attribute, and OWGA can be adopted to get overall value for each alternative 12 1 ( ) ( , , , )
Step 4 Rank the alternatives and select the best by () i z  .
Illustrative Example
Consider the following example. We will evaluate four textbooks i x ( Step 1 Replace each attribute value of triangular fuzzy number of [ , , ] l m u M a a a  in the original decision matrix in Table 1 with its Mean Area and get the matrix composed by the Mean Area,
